Jammy Sol Series One
Instructions
Assembly and Lens Change
Your Jammy Sol Series One Lamp comes assembled with an installed Euro Beam Pattern. Changing the beam pattern is
simple. Just follow these instructions:
1) Remove the four screws holding the Face Plate in place.
2) Remove the Face Plate and Lens.
3a) For Spot Beam - Replace the Patterned Euro Lens with the clear un-patterned lens.
3b) For Flood Beam - Remove the Patterned Euro Lens AND Conical Chrome Reflector. Replace the Reflector with the
supplied Conical Plastic Flood Beam Optic and use the clear un-patterned lens.
4) Align the gasket securely into its channel and place the lens on top of the gasket.
5) Fasten the Face Plate over the lens and screw back into place. Tighten screws securely.
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Wiring
Connecting your lamp is simple. Connect the Red Wire to Positive (+) Power and connect the Black Wire to the
Negative (-) Ground connection.
You may choose to terminate the wiring with connectors such as Bullet Terminals, DT (Deutsch) Connectors or
Weather Pack (Packard) Connectors for a more robust and weather tight connection. These connectors are
available at most any auto parts store, but are not necessary. Simple butt splices or quick connects will do.
Linking
Linking your Jammy Sol Series One lamps is easy. Simply slide the keyed Multi-Link Connector into one of
the three Channels on the sides of the lamps and secure into place with a supplied screw. Then slide another
lamp onto to the other end of the same Multi-Link Connector and fasten into place with the other supplied
screw.
You can link as many lamps together as needed and in any configuration and with any mix of beam patterns to
achieve the desired light pattern.
You may want to remove the mounting brackets from some of the lamps before linking. Just unscrew the
fastener holding it in place and remove the bracket. You may need to tap the bracket to loosen it.
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